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Abstract

This paper presents a reinforcement learning algorithm
used to allocate tasks to agents in an uncertain real-time
environment. In such environment, tasks have to be ana-
lyzed and allocated really fast for the multiagent system to
be effective. To analyze those tasks, described by a lot of at-
tributes, we have used a selective perception technique to
enable agents to narrow down the description of each task,
enabling the reinforcement learning algorithm to work on a
problem with a reasonable number of possible states.

1. Introduction

Analyzing many possible goals and choosing the best
one is obviously a difficult task for an agent, particularly
in a dynamic and uncertain environment. In this case, an
agent must choose a goal with only a partial view of the sit-
uation and do so quickly, because the environment is con-
stantly changing. To do that, the solution proposed here is to
use a reinforcement learning algorithm in which the agent
learns the expected reward it should get for every possible
goal it could be faced with. To reduce the number of states,
we have used a selective perception technique to enable the
agent to learn which are the most useful characteristics to
perceive in all possible situations [2].

We have tested our algorithm in the RoboCupRescue
simulation environment in which the goal is to build a sim-
ulator of rescue teams acting in large urban disasters [1].
More precisely, this project takes the form of a competi-
tion in which participants are designing rescue agents try-
ing to minimize damages, caused by a big earthquake, such
as civilians buried, buildings on fire and blocked roads. In
this paper, we focus only on theFireBrigadeandFireSta-
tion agents’ task which is to extinguish fires.

To accomplish the extinguishment task, we have used the
selective perception algorithm at two different levels. First,
the FireStationagent is using the algorithm to allocate a
zone on fire for eachFireBrigadeagent. Then, those agents
are choosing the best fire to extinguish in this zone. This ap-
proach enabled the multiagent system to learn how to extin-
guish fires by taking advantage of the global view of the

FireStationagent and at the same time, the local and more
precise view of theFireBrigade agent. Furthermore, dur-
ing the simulation, each agent tries to maximize its reward
which depends on the success of the extinguishment and the
number of buildings and civilians saved.

2. Selective Perception

With the selective perception reinforcement learning al-
gorithm, theFireStationagent and theFireBrigadeagents
learned by themselves to reduce the number of possible
states, by distinguishing only states that need to be distin-
guished. To be more precise, the algorithm uses a tree struc-
ture similar to a decision tree. At the beginning all states are
considered to be the same, so there is only the root of the
tree. After some experiences, the agent tests if it would be
interesting to divide the different states, represented asthe
leaves of the tree. To divide a leaf, it tries to divide its expe-
riences, stored in that leaf, by making a test on an attribute.
By doing so, the agent creates new states, by expanding a
leaf, and thus it refines the view it has about the state space.

The algorithm presented here is an instance-based algo-
rithm in which a tree is used to store all instances which are
kept in the leaves of the tree. To find the leaf to which an in-
stance belongs, we simply start at the root of the tree and
head down the tree choosing at each center node the branch
indicated by the result of the test on the instance’s attribute
value. Each leaf of the tree also contains aQ-value indicat-
ing the expected reward if a fire that belongs to this leaf is
chosen. In our approach, a leafl of the tree is considered to
be a state for the reinforcement learning algorithm.

At each time stept, the agent records its experience cap-
tured as an ”instance” that contains the observation it per-
ceives (ot) and the reward it obtains (rt). Each instance also
has a link to the preceding instance and the next one, thus
making a chain of instances, one for each building an agent
chooses to extinguish. The agent keeps all those instances
until the end of the simulation, since there is no time for
learning during the simulation.

After a simulation, all agents put their new experiences
together. All those new experiences are then added to the
leaf of the tree they belong to. Afterwards, we update the
Q-values of each leaf node to take into consideration the



new instances which were just added:

Q(l)← R(l) + γ
∑

l′

Pr(l′|l)Q(l′) (1)

whereR(l) is the estimated immediate reward if a fire
that belongs to the leafl is chosen,Pr(l′|l) is the estimated
probability that the next instance would be stored in leafl′

given that the current instance is stored in leafl. Those val-
ues are calculated directly from the recorded instances.R(l)
is the average reward obtained when a fire belonging to this
leaf was chosen andPr(l′|l) is the proportion of next in-
stances that are in leafl′.

When theQ-values have been updated, we check all leaf
nodes to see if it would be useful to expand a leaf, thus di-
viding the instances more finely. To do so, we try all pos-
sible tests on all attributes and we choose the attribute that
maximizes the error reduction as shown in equation 2 [3], if
it is greater than a certain threshold. The error measure con-
sidered is the standard deviation (sd(Il)) on the instances’
expected rewards. The expected error reduction obtained
when dividing the instancesIl of leaf l is calculated with
the following equation whereId denotes the subset of in-
stances inIl that have thedth outcome for the potential test:

∆error = sd(Il)−
∑

d

|Id|

|Il|
× sd(Id) (2)

During the simulation, the agents are using the tree cre-
ated offline to choose the best fire zone and the best build-
ing on fire to extinguish. Since that theFireStationagent
has a better global view of the situation, it is its responsi-
bility to suggest fire zones toFireBrigadeagents. And be-
cause those agents have a better local view, they are choos-
ing which particular building on fire to extinguish. By do-
ing so, we can take advantage of the better global view of
theFireStationagent and the better local view of theFire-
Brigadeagent at the same time.

To allocate the fire zones, theFireStationagent has a list
of all fire zones. For each fire zone it knows about, the center
agent retrieves from the tree all expected rewards for all pos-
sible number of agents. It begins with one agent and it adds
one agent until the expected reward becomes greater then
a specified threshold. TheFireStationagent does the same
thing with all fire zones, ending up with an expected reward
and a number of agent for each zone. Then, it chooses be-
tween all zones, with an expected reward greater than the
threshold, the one that minimizes the distance of the re-
quiredFireBrigadeagents.

When choosing a fire to extinguish, theFireBrigade
agent has a list of buildings on fire it knows about in the
fire zone specified by theFireStation. For each building on
this list, the agent finds the leaf of the tree to which this
building belongs and records the expected reward associ-
ated with this leaf. The chosen building is the one that has
the greatest expected reward.

3. Experimentations

In our experiments, the state space for the task of choos-
ing a fire zone contained 150 000 states and for the task
of choosing a building on fire in the fire zone it contained
875 000 states. The results we have obtained show a dras-
tic reduction of the state space, since the agents have learned
a tree with 67 leaves for choosing a fire zone and with 1719
leaves for choosing a building on fire.

With those trees that are small compared to the possi-
ble number of states, the agents were extinguishing fires ef-
ficiently. However, we have observed some variations in the
results from one simulation to another, partly due to the un-
certainty in the simulation. In short, the learning algorithm
has helped our agents to learn how to choose a building on
fire, but the uncertainty in the environment is still hard to
manage and it slows down the learning process.

4. Related Works and Conclusion

The approach presented is inspired by the work of Mc-
Callum in his thesis [2]. In our work, we use approximately
the same tree structure to which we have made some modifi-
cations. Firstly, we do not use the tree to calculateQ-values
for every possible basic actions. Another difference is in the
way the leaves are expanded, because instead of generat-
ing all possible subtrees, we use an error reduction estima-
tion measure. Like Uther and Veloso [4] with their Con-
tinuous U-Tree algorithm, we also support continuous at-
tributes, but with a different splitting criteria. We also have
more than one chain, therefore our concept of instance chain
is closer to the concept ofepisodedescribed in [5].

To summarize, this article has presented an efficient al-
gorithm to enable the agent to learn the best decision to take
at the goal decision level. We have shown how we can adapt
a reinforcement learning algorithm to the problems of task
allocation in a real-time and the uncertain environment. Our
results show that agents are able to obtain good results with
trees having a very small number of leaves.
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